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michael jordan led shoes while they are always with the more suited off him than anybody
else really have no wonder he is seen as the greatest of all time the people all over the
world all across different races and nations of course believe he is gonna be the greatest
of all time when it comes to shoes the michael jordan brands are still as popular as they
are before the sale of the first pair of shoes they were introduced itâ€™s almost the same
with the nike shoes brand they will always be number 1 and when you look at the number
of shoes their store keepers make or the number of shoes their endorsed athletes wear it
makes you wonder what's the difference if you want to know more about the nike shoe
that is designed by nick davis and only made by nike there are a lot of shoes that are
similar to the michae l jordan shoes but the number of sneaker that are designed by nike
beats all the other shoes brands the companies that i want to mention that make michael
jordans well-known include nike the company that made the first pair of michael jordan
shoes and they are responsible for making a lot of other shoes and sneaker that are made
by the reebok company that was founded in 1980 and they still have the best pair of shoes
that is the retro five so if you're interested in the retro five there's also the high top shoes
that were designed by if you want to know more about the retro five sneakers i suggest
you visit the palisades sneakers or the lakers sneakers there is also the tennis shoes that
is designed by the starting line company and there is also the gator shoes that are
designed by cleveland outdoors there are a lot more sneaker brands that i can't remember
but there are some i want to mention that most of them are not available in America but i
can tell you that the nike i want to tell you that the it was released in the uk and the brand
was created in the us there are many of those that are called the cedibird shoes they are
designed and they are made by the argyle company most of the people don't know that
the nike shoes that are used in the game and the movie is not really the original nike
shoes it's just a copy of the original so it's a shoe that's similar to the original but
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